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Bottom-up small cap investing, particularly in emerging markets, is all about 
getting out on the road, meeting companies and understanding their markets. 
Only by pounding the pavements, asking the right questions and forming their 
own opinions can managers identify the businesses with true growth potential. 

This summer, Greg Mattiko and Philip Fan, the portfolio manager and analyst of the JPM Emerging Markets Small Cap Fund, 
went in search of the real China. Though both have lived and worked in Greater China and travel there frequently, this trip 
was unique in its depth of fundamental analysis. 

Travelling largely to second-and third-tier cities, our intrepid investors spent two weeks talking to everyone from waitresses 
to brain surgeons, seeking to identify the opportunities behind the headlines. The size and reputation of J.P. Morgan Asset 
Management gave them invaluable access to local decision makers – and also made them the guests of honour at every 
meal, which meant eating a lot of fi sh heads. 

In this diary, Greg and Philip talk about where they went, what they saw and who they met. They also discuss some of the 
key investment themes for China, and the conclusions they formed about these themes based on their experiences.

Greg Mattiko   Philip Fan

Insight + Process = Results

Survey
As they travelled around China, Greg and Philip asked the same four questions to most of the people they met, with 
the aim of understanding the individual experiences behind the investment themes. In total, they collected 60 sets of 
responses, from people of all walks of life, from all fi ve cities they visited. 

1. Do you think property prices will be higher or lower 12 months from now?

2. If you were seriously ill would you prefer your doctor to prescribe you western or traditional Chinese medicine?

3. What was the brand of the last pair of sports shoes you purchased?

4. What do you consider the best, or most well known, Chinese brand? 

The survey fi ndings are presented throughout this diary.
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Day 1 – 4: Chongqing
Chonqging is a major province in western China, with a population of around 31m. It’s a key benefi ciary of the 
urbanisation trend and, as such, is a focus of government infrastructure investment – which made it look a lot 
like a construction site when we arrived.  

In Chongqing, we had the fi rst of a total of ten meetings with China Construction Bank (CCB). J.P. Morgan’s reputation gives us great 
access wherever we go in the world, but we engaged CCB to extend this still further. CCB is the world’s second largest bank, and is the 
number one or two in every town in China, meaning the local branch manager is the person to know. Through our relationship with 
CCB, we hoped to encounter the decision implementers – those responsible for putting policy into action – and to fi nd out what can and 
can’t be achieved at the local level in China. 

In our meetings with the bank, we were interested in fi nding out how money fl ows through the Chinese economy, and to what degree 
this is controlled by the government.

Bearing in mind the concern about a property bubble in China, we also asked a lot of questions about housing (see ‘Banks I: Big bubble 
in little China?’). 

One of the most interesting meetings we had was with the Chongqing National Asset Commission (NAC). The NAC is the manager of all 
state-owned enterprises (SOEs) in the province – both listed and unlisted. We met the Chongqing NAC deputy head, who overseas 30 
businesses with 1,000 operations and assets of over RMB 1 trillion. 

Since SOEs dominate many industries in China, understanding them can have far-reaching benefi ts. It is also interesting to get a 
better understanding of the NAC’s attitude to foreign minority shareholders, as several of the SOEs are listed, and thus available for 
investment. Our conclusion from the meeting is that investors in SOEs need to be aware that the interests of ‘stakeholders’ (including 
the government, employees and the local community) are, and will remain, superior to those of shareholders. This has implications for 
how we value SOEs relative to private businesses in China. 

Beijing

Chengdu

Chongqing

Dalian

Shenyang
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Banks I: Big bubble in little China? 

China has been in the headlines this year due to concerns about 
the potential for a property bubble, with the government taking 
a series of measures to rein in property-related bank lending and 
control the market. Through the course of our ten meetings with 
CCB, we became increasingly reassured about the property market. 
Property is an area where both individuals and companies are keen 
to invest. However, property is widely seen as a long-term investment 
vehicle, rather than a speculation vehicle. Most of the people we 
asked said they would prefer to invest in property rather than the 
A-share market, which is widely perceived either to be rigged or 
to be little more than a casino. Therefore, private investors can be 
expected to provide support for the property market.

Meanwhile, leverage in the market is low. A loan offi cer at CCB told us that a 20% deposit is required for a mortgage, while 
most people typically put down around 50%. Mortgages are typically paid off within fi ve to seven years. As a result, we’re not 
too worried about a property bubble, with the caveat that affordability varies city by city, and policy is generally targeted at 
cities with affordability problems. 

Survey 1:  Do you think property prices will be higher or lower 12 months from now? 

Rationale: There is a lot of talk about a bubble in the Chinese property market. We wanted to get an indication if one of the 
requirements for a bubble was in place – namely, investor euphoria.  

Comments: With only 4% of respondents saying they thought they would be lower, it 
appears that people are very bullish on the property sector.  Does this mean that there 
is a bubble?  Not necessarily. As we discuss in ‘Banks I: Big bubble in little China?’ the 
discussions we had on our trip helped us to become increasingly reassured about the 
Chinese property market.  

Higher 90% 

Lower 4% 
Flat 6% 
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Day 4 – 6: Chengdu
Chengdu is the capital of the Sichuan province, and is the westernmost major city in China. It is located in the 
foothills of the mountains that form the border with Tibet.  

Philip: Our arrival in Chengdu really highlighted the extremes in China. After taking the hi-tech bullet train from Chongqing, we arrived 
at Chengdu station and had to drag our suitcases up and down three sets of stairs as there were no escalators. 

The city itself was a real contrast to Chongqing – less of a construction site, and with much better food. Although Chengdu is a low 
second-tier city, we saw lots of high-end consumption going on – and where consumption is present at the high level, it’s also there at 
the mid- and low-levels, adding to our conviction in domestic consumer stocks. 

Greg: Concord Imaging is a small cap company that provides cancer screening centres in Chinese 
hospitals. In Chengdu, we spent the morning at a hospital talking to a brain surgeon about how he uses 
Concord’s equipment. He also helped us understand the development of healthcare policy in western 
China, and talked to us about the health insurance that is going to be rolled out by the government.  

We also met the head of the local taxation bureau, who explained to us how the tax system 
has developed and how diffi cult it is to improve collection rates in a fast-growing country with 
a highly mobile population. Nevertheless, she and her team have seen their tax revenue grow 
from RMB 1.5 billion to RMB 40 billion in 15 years! 

Almost as though we’d planned it that way, we fi nished the day at Kingway brewery. We had 
a great time in their 4D theatre watching a fi lm about their highly automated beer-making 
process, and an even better time sampling some of their product.

Day 4: Chongqing to Chengdu
Greg: We took a brand new bullet train from Chongqing to Chengdu, the capital of Sichuan province. The Chongqing region is very hilly, 
and for the majority of that part of the journey we were either in tunnels or on bridges. While we were in Chongqing, there was only one 
line, with occasional passing places for trains coming in the opposite direction. When we arrived at 
the border of Sichuan, there were suddenly two lines and the train went much faster.  

In Chongqing, however, we noticed that a little way away, the second line was being constructed, 
with new bridges and tunnels. Given that the fi rst line was so new, we were surprised that the 
second hadn’t been constructed concurrently, across the same set of bridges and through the same 
tunnels. This added to our fears that money has been spent on infrastructure for the sake of spending, 
to provide economic stimulus, meaning that many projects may not be commercially viable (see ‘Banks 
II: Roads to nowhere?’). 

Banks II: Roads to nowhere? 

While we are not too worried about banks’ exposure to property, we are more concerned about their exposure to infrastructure. 
Offi cial fi gures show Chinese banks have lent around RMB 4 trillion (USD 580 billion) to fi nance local government infrastructure 
projects, although unoffi cial estimates suggest the true fi gure may be much higher. The concern now is that they may struggle to 
fully recoup these loans. 

Our own experiences in China gave some weight to these concerns. State subsidies meant that our fi rst-class journey from Chongqing 
to Chengdu – a trip of some 350 kilometres in a brand new bullet train – cost just RMB 117, or around USD 17, suggesting that 
revenues may not be suffi cient to cover the build costs. We also saw signs that projects were not always being completed in the most 
cost-effi cient way. It is logical to conclude that with the massive infrastructure-directed stimulus of the past few years, not all projects 
will generate suffi cient returns to service debt payments. Since most of these projects are very young, problems could take time 
to manifest in the books of the banks. Hence, we will continue to tread carefully when investing in the Chinese banking sector.
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Day 6 – 8: Rural China
From Chengdu, we headed west into the mountainous countryside 
of Sichuan, to meet farmers and other inhabitants of rural villages.   

Philip: There continues to be a real contrast between the way of life in the city and 
in the countryside. In particular, it was sad to hear from our brain surgeon friend in 
Chengdu that while government offi cials are 100% covered by health insurance, only 
80% of farmers have coverage, and that coverage pays only 30% of costs.

The consequences of this divide became apparent in a conversation we had with our 
waitress at dinner. She told us she earns around RMB 1,000 a month (around USD 150) 
and her husband, a construction worker in the city, makes around RMB 3,000. We asked 
the waitress where she spends her money, and she told us she doesn’t, since every time 
her son needs to see a doctor, it costs the whole of the household monthly salary. 

In the Sichuan countryside, there are still farmers living in old red brick houses with little electricity supply. However, many homes have 
been rebuilt after the 2008 earthquake. Here we saw where some of the rural bank lending goes: each house costs around RMB 70,000, 
of which RMB 10,000 is subsidised by the government, while the rest is mostly lending by state-owned banks. 

Most people we saw in the countryside were women, children and older people; young men, we were told, are in the urban area working. 
Our driver is one example of the urbanisation trend: seven years ago he left his village and settled in Chengdu with his wife. He told me 
he will never move back.

Greg: While we were out in the country, we also spent a weekend trekking in the mountains of Sichuan, which turned into more of an 
adventure than we’d planned – suffi ce to say that Indiana Jones would have been proud!

Healthcare 

Chinese healthcare, like Chinese society, is highly stratifi ed. If you have money, healthcare 
is not a problem; if you don’t, it’s a huge problem. Healthcare spending in China is also still 
extremely low relative to GDP, and remains underfunded and insuffi ciently sophisticated. 

The government recognises these problems and is trying to change them, by widening the 
availability of health insurance and reducing the cost of drugs and medical procedures. 
Providing better healthcare is seen as a means of developing areas, redistributing wealth 
and improving social conditions. Meanwhile, higher disposable incomes and the desire for 
a better standard of living mean individual spending on healthcare is expected to rise. 

We therefore see attractive long-term secular growth opportunities in the healthcare sector, as better quality care becomes 
increasingly available to a wider number of people. The key to making money is identifying the businesses with products and 
services that will grow in excess of the sector as a whole. This means understanding changes in the public and private health 
insurance sector, as well as approved procedures and drugs, nationally and locally. This is an ongoing project.

Survey 2: If you were seriously ill would you prefer your doctor 
to prescribe you western or traditional Chinese medicine? 

Rationale: As a play on increasing disposable incomes and the desire for a higher quality 
of living, increased healthcare spending is an interesting secular trend. The question is 
where to place our bets. This question is designed to help direct potential investment ideas.

Comments: This question opened people up to discussing healthcare in broader terms. 
Western 80% 

Traditional Chinese
medicine 20% 
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Day 10 – 12: Dalian
We knew that Dalian had suffered China’s worst-ever oil spill earlier this summer, so we were not expecting it to be such a lovely city. 
It is situated on the north-east coast, and reminded us a little of San Francisco, but with seafood that rivals Hong Kong.  

Perhaps it was no coincidence that we thought of San Francisco, because the government is focused on turning Dalian into a technology 
centre. With this in mind, we spent some time at Intel’s new semiconductor factory, talking to the local fi nancial director about foreign 
investment in China. We also learnt how and why the company chose Dalian, out of all the cities in China: because of the government’s 
track record of delivering what it promises, as well as for the good infrastructure and cleaner air. 

As part of our research into domestic consumption, we visited a department store and spoke to the regional sales representative and 
the store manager of 361, a Chinese sportswear brand.  

Consumption  

The Chinese consumer has become an increasingly important story in recent years, with 
investors anticipating a rebalancing of the economy towards domestic growth. While few 
would argue against the growing importance of the Chinese consumer, there has been 
some debate over the ability of domestic brands to compete in an overcrowded market in 
which foreign brands have rolled out aggressively, and are often seen as more desirable.

In our portfolio, domestic consumption stocks have been doing well, and what we saw in China gave us confi dence that local 
companies do have the ability to take market share. The responses to question three of the survey, for example, suggested 
that while higher-income level consumers favour international brands, those from lower income levels buy domestic brands. 

Domestic fashion brands are learning a lot from their international rivals: stores look increasingly sophisticated, and, like the 
foreign brands, the domestic players are rotating their collections quickly and providing shoppers with ever-changing choice. 
These steps are helping Chinese brands such as Urban Republic to compete for the attention of the fi ckle Chinese consumer.   

Again, this sector is all about bottom-up stock selection: identifying domestic companies with the ability to carve out a niche in 
this crowded market. 

Day 9: Beijing
Philip: Although we were focusing on second- and third-tier cities on this trip, we spent one day in Beijing. After rural China, Beijing 
was another huge contrast. It was also dramatically different from the last time I was here, just before the Olympics, when the city 
resembled a building site. This time, I looked out of the window of the taxi all the way from the airport to the hotel and didn’t see a 
single crane. 

Greg: In Beijing, we met up with senior offi cers from CCB’s head offi ce, including its CIO. Continuing our focus on healthcare, we also 
met the management team for CCB’s healthcare fund. 
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Survey 3:  What was the brand of the last pair of sports shoes you purchased? 

Rationale: To fi nd out the Chinese consumer’s preference for foreign versus domestic brands.  This has potential investment 
implications for a variety of Chinese brands we have in our portfolios that are competing head to head with international brands.

Response chart:        The most bought brands were:

        29% Adidas

        24% Nike

        15% Li Ning

 

Comments: The results seemed to be highly dependant on income levels: the higher the income level, the more likely the respondent 
was to favour foreign brands. We need to think about companies that are trying to take market share from foreign brands, especially 
fashion-related brands. Li Ning seems to be the one possible winner in the fi ght to be the Chinese sportswear brand.

16% 

66% 

34% 

0% 

10% 

20% 

30% 

40% 

50% 
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70% 

Do not wear sport shoes                Bought a foreign brand                  Bought a Chinese brand 

Survey 4:  What do you consider the best, or most well known, Chinese brand?  

Rationale: We know that western brands are held in high regard in China, but we wanted to fi nd out which Chinese brands people admired.  

Comments: This was, by far, the most diffi cult question we asked. 
Many respondents had to be coaxed into answering. Either they 
had no idea which companies were Chinese, or they were worried 
about giving the wrong answer. Whatever the reason, people found 
it a very challenging question. In fact, 12% of the respondents could 
not give an answer at all no matter how much we tried to squeeze 
one out of them.  We need to think about the implications of these 
responses. Are the Chinese simply less brand aware? Why was there 
a lack of fast-moving consumer goods companies in the responses?

Day 12 – 13: Shenyang
Philip: Chinese infrastructure provided another pleasant surprise when we headed from Dalian to Shenyang by car. We were tired, 
and worried that the long drive would not be pleasant, but the road, which passes the border with North Korea, was very smooth. 

Shenyang itself seemed very old China after Dalian. It’s a traditional city dominated by heavy industry, and has, in the past, been 
occupied by both the Russians and the Japanese. 

Greg: In Shenyang, we encountered something we had begun to believe didn’t exist: an A-share listed company worthy of further 
investigation. My perception had been that companies on the A-share market were not interesting because they were SOEs with no 
interest in the needs of minority investors, or, worse, companies that could not be trusted due to corporate governance issues or lack 
of transparency. Neusoft, a provider of IT services, led me to question this view. We met the chairman, who is highly intelligent and 
perceptive, and the stock, which is already owned by some big western investors, looks attractive. 

22% 
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Conclusions: we’ll be back
China is, and will remain, a signifi cant proportion of both emerging market indices and our portfolio. It is a large, complex and dynamic 
country that is changing more rapidly than most on the outside could imagine. A quick search on Bloomberg shows that new listings of Chi-
nese companies in the last 24 months numbered 165. Of these, 154 are in the small cap space – and this total doesn’t include the hundreds 
of companies that were listed on the domestic Chinese A-share market over the period.  

The challenges of keeping abreast of these changes are obvious. At J.P. Morgan Asset Management we will continue to leverage our 
size and experience to maintain our fi rst-hand, in-depth knowledge of the Chinese market. This will undoubtedly require regular trips 
to China. Only through on-the-ground research do the most attractive investment opportunities begin to emerge.

China macro environment 

Philip: Greg and I are often asked why we have so much of our portfolio invested in China. It’s the world’s second-largest 
economy, but has disappointed many as an investment destination, with strong GDP growth not always translating into returns 
for investors. We thought a lot about this while we were away. Like all fund managers, Greg loves an analogy, and while out 
on an early morning run in Beijing, he came up with this one, to explain how the economy works, and where the opportunities 
might be found.

Greg’s rowboat analogy

Greg: China in many ways remains a command economy, not a market economy, with the government maintaining tight control 
over the system of money fl ow. The goal of the government is social cohesion, and to achieve this it believes the economy needs 
to grow at an 8% rate – any lower may result in rising unemployment and social unrest.  

I liken China to a massive rowboat out on the ocean. The boat will sink if it goes below a speed of 8% GDP growth, so almost the 
whole population is employed in one way or another in rowing to maintain this rate. Because nobody wants the boat to sink, 
novelties like returns on investment and dividends take a back seat to the ‘greater good’ of keeping the boat afl oat.  For the time 
being, and in the foreseeable future, any investor who wants to invest in most parts of this great rowboat (read: SOEs) will have to 
take whatever returns may be left over after the needs of the greater good are served. Not a promising investment environment.

The good news is that the captain has allowed a small amount of private individuals to provide essential and non-essential products 
and services on the boat. The level of infl uence the captain has over these individuals depends on how linked they are with the 
greater good of the boat.  Although they are allowed to make profi ts, neither the captain nor any of the 1.3 billion sailors likes to see 
any of these private individuals making too much money, or taking resources off the boat. Therefore the smart private operators on 
the boat keep a low profi le. 

It is among these private operators that the true investment opportunities lie. Happily for small cap investors, the majority of 
these opportunities can be found in smaller capitalisation stocks, and that’s why we remain so positive about China.
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